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CASE STUDY

Echo & Caring Homes.
Helping potential customers
choose the right care home
How Echo has helped Caring Homes to improve the quality of
new enquiry handling and enhance conversion rates.
Established in 1994, Caring Homes is a leading provider of care homes for the elderly in the UK with 62 homes in its estate
and circa 3,000 residents. Having provided outsourced multi-channel customer contact services for Caring Homes since
August 2015, Echo has proactively supported Caring Homes to both improve enquiry handling and successfully convert more
enquiries into sales appointments.

THE CHALLENGE

Eﬀectively handling new enquiries and
maximising conversion in today’s challenging
care home sector
Caring Homes needed a centralised outsourced solution to handle
new customer enquiries that would:

• enable their care home staﬀ to dedicate all their time to high
quality care for residents;

• deliver a consistent brand experience across the complete care
home estate;

• nurture and convert leads in order to ﬁll vacancies where suitable;

• handle sensitive enquiries with empathy and understanding;
• provide the right information and advice right from the initial point
of contact;

• deliver a streamlined and measurable customer engagement
process.

ACTION

A proactive, quality service that supports
prospective customers and drives conversion
Echo provides a dedicated outsourced customer contact service that
handles new telephone, email and web form enquiries with a high
level of service; delivering a consistent brand experience; nurturing
customer relationships carefully to support occupancy maximisation;
and allowing care home staﬀ to dedicate their time to providing the
best quality care for residents.

Key features of the Echo service:
Empathy & understanding – Our dedicated advisors are recruited
and trained via our bespoke care home sector programme to
empathise with potential customers, with potentially distressing
situations, and take an understanding approach. We engage, build
rapport and provide the right information and advice for
each enquiry.
Knowledgeable & experienced advisors – Our advisors deliver a
high quality service by having the knowledge they need at their

ﬁngertips. True brand ambassadors and supported by our
e-learning and knowledge platform, our team is empowered to
answer detailed questions about individual homes and match the
right advice to the unique needs of each customer.
Proactive customer engagement – for focus homes, where there
is a particular requirement to manage the customer relationship,
the Echo team carefully nurtures each customer relationship;
proactively calling the customer before a booked appointment to
ensure they are happy and still able to attend and post appointment
to ﬁnd out how the visit went and what assistance can be oﬀered
next.
Information capture – A meaningful customer relationship relies
on accurate, relevant and detailed data for each enquiry. We ensure
our client gains a deep understanding of each customer and their
unique needs right from the initial point of contact, listening and
enabling them to proactively follow up in a joined up way.
Robust systems & processes – Our suite of infrastructure helps
deliver the right customer engagement at every stage of the journey.
From robust contact management and telephony platforms, through
to a care home sector speciﬁc contact and lead management
platform, 24/7 availability, and care home sector specialist people;
we deliver the right customer interactions to help customers feel
valued, and create early positive experiences.
Informative MI – As a customer contact specialist, Echo not only
captures customer data eﬀectively, we also oﬀer invaluable insight
into the customer journey. Our client reporting is not only detailed
and thorough in its approach, we also identify trends and
opportunities to make changes that will impact positively on both
customer experience and client outcomes.

RESULTS
A quality service and consistent brand experience that nurtures and converts
prospective customers

Consistent & reliable
customer service:

• 89% of calls answered within 20
seconds vs. a target of 80%

Reducing the sales cycle:
for focus homes the time from
ﬁrst enquiry to admission has
been reduced by 8.5 days

More appointments:

our beneﬁts-driven approach has
improved lead conversion by 69%
in the last four months

• 96% of emails answered within
2 hours vs. a target of 90%

Maximising conversion:
delivering the right customer
interactions at the right point in
the customer journey has
supported Caring Homes to
increase admittance rates

What The Caring Homes Group said…
“When prospective customers are choosing a care home for themselves
or a member of their family, it can be a tricky and emotional journey. We
recognise that being there to help every step of the way is crucial and
that ﬁrst impressions really count.
Echo is a proactive partner with a strong reputation for care home sector
customer contact who provides an empathetic and understanding
enquiry service for us, delivering a high level of service for potential
customers as well as a consistent brand experience across our care home
group. Importantly, their approach, expertise and bespoke systems have
supported us to measure and improve key metrics such as enquiry
conversion.”
Chris Rudolph, Digital Planning & Analytics Manager, Caring Homes

How to contact us...
e: ask@echo-ms.com
t: 0117 344 1500

Quality customer contact and
engagement from Echo
Choosing our outsourced, insourced or managed customer contact service
gives you control over every aspect of your customer contact strategy. Working
together, we enhance the quality of your customer interactions at every
touchpoint, engaging customers via their preferred channel and delivering an
exceptional customer experience.

w: www.echo-ms.com
Our proﬁle is on LinkedIn

